
_CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS RESIDENCY
2020-2021
Closing date : August 15, 2020

_Word from the director

This year 2020-2021 being marked by a pandemic, Le Lobe allows itself even more flexibility, adaptability, 
solutions, and thought. The LOBE’s team wants to pursue its mission and mandate while following the 
government’s recommendations to reduce the spread of COVID-19.

In order to carry out our activities in the best possible conditions, it was decided that in 2020-2021, two 
regular residencies and one curatorial residency would be offered. This shift arises from a reflection on 
the preservation of the artistic community, on how we can exhibit, disseminate, and sustain our artists 
differently. Our programming will therefore be different, punctuated by exhibitions, off-site dissemination, 
and events. We are aware that this year will also be punctuated by contingencies, hence the need to be 
flexible. 

What remains unchanged at the LOBE is our mandate: support and guide our artists, and believe that 
culture, art, literature, and cinema are fundamental in this state of emergency. 

For our 2020-2021 programming, the LOBE invites the curator and artist Julie Andrée T. to develop a 
research-creation through the LOBE’s curatorial residency. The uniqueness of this residency consists in 
redefining the role of the curator as well as its artistic, theoretical, social, and institutional issues, while 
developing a personal theme as part of the regular residencies of the LOBE. 

This year, the LOBE supports the curatorial residency of Julie Andrée T. through a singular theme:  
dépaysage.



_Julie’s biography :

Placing body and space at the heart of her research, Julie Andrée T., who lives in the Charlevoix-Est region, 
manifests herself through installation and performance. Between the poetic and the everyday, her work 
suggests abstract but recognizable common zones in order to invest in various cultural and existential 
questioning fields. Since 1996, she has been exhibiting her works and performing in Canada, the United 
States, Europe, Asia, and South America. In 2003, she joined Black Market International, a performance 
collective with which she still collaborates. Her work has notably been seen at the 8th Havana (Cuba) and 
Liverpool Biennial (2010), Festival TransAmériques, Festival d’Avignon (2010), Vancouver’s Push Festival 
(2010) and Québec City’s Manif d’Art 7. Guest professor in the performance program of the School of 
the Museum of Fine Arts (Boston) between 2008 and 2011, she has been the instigator of exchanges 
between Boston and Québec, and curator of Open Art (2009), an international performance art festival 
in Beijing (China). Member of the programming committee of the Lieu (Québec), she is co-curator of Art 
Nomade since 2015. From 2018, she begins a production of public art as part of the 1% policy. Finally, 
in September 2019, she pursued a research doctorate in artistic studies and practices at UQAM on the 
aesthetics of dépaysage.

2020-2021 REGULAR PROGRAMMING

THEME GUIDELINES DÉPAYSAGE

CURATOR - JULIE ANDRÉE T.

Artists of ALL DISCIPLINES are invited to submit a proposal for a four-week residency, followed by a 
three-week exhibition through the theme of the curator Julie Andrée T. : le dépaysage.

This year, artists and collectors are invited to suggest, to submit artworks for a collective exhibition that 
will be spatialized by the curator in spring 2021. No favoured discipline, technique, or medium. Artists, 
creators, and writers of all genders, generations, and backgrounds are welcome.

Artists can submit a residency project exploring the theme dépaysage from one or several perspectives 
suggested by the curator, or share their own understanding of the concept.

We suggest that the artists develop a residency project through the theme: dépaysage. 
Some avenues of reflection for the artists:  

- Displacement 
- Disorientation 
- Delocalization 
- Departure 
- Disaster 
- Ruin 
- Ephemeral 
- Sublime 

The LOBE residencies intertwine, feed, question and respond to each other.  We therefore expect that the 
selected artists interact with the curator during their stay. 
Guidance and support are provided by the LOBE team. 

_Word from the curator
Even though the neologism dépaysage has been used here and there in the literature, the concept 
of landscape from which it derives has apparently not been considered in depth, a contrario. Yet, the 
dépaysage, which evokes a change of scenery, the act of disorientation and unlandscaping, raises 
current political, environmental, social, philosophical, and artistic issues. As a matter of fact, thousands 
of people are displaced to flee the war, difficult socio-political contexts, as well as natural and ecological 
disasters, consequences of climate change. Displaced against their will, they live in a constant state of 
territorial and cultural destabilization. Simultaneously, human beings, in the name of glory or personal 
quest, unlandscape places that were once sacred. Just remember the very publicized images of the long 
line of climbers, with their colourful, high-performance equipment, climbing Everest in single file. Or, from 
the same context, the waste mountains that these “explorers” leave behind and that contribute to the 

devastation and unlandscaping of these legendary places.

What is the dépaysage? First of all, it is the failure of the landscape. It is the dislocation, deconstruction, 
dysfunction, breakup of bearings, codes, notions, feelings, and aesthetic experiences of the landscape. 
It is the breach, collapse, deficiency, weakening of the relationship between Nature and Humankind. 
According to Jean-Luc Nancy, “when you are moved out of your country, you feel out of place: you are 
disoriented, without bearings and customs” (1988; free translation). For his part, Alain Roger talks about 
the feeling of fallenness and exile that a journey can provoke. In a new country, we may feel rejected “like 
a foreign body” (Roger, 1994) because of a lack of cultural models: uproot and exile.  How can one not 
get lost in another landscape, that of the heart and spirit? The feeling of disorientation that commonly 
emerges from displacement is also expressed in sedentariness, a known environment, even one’s own 
body slipping into a disorientation-body. Although often associated with a feeling of displeasure, “the 
change of scenery reintroduce movement into what had frozen.” Against the risk of isolation, it forces us 
to “leave our homes”, offering us the possibility of thinking our existence and the world, since it leads us 
to “unfold questions buried under illusory convictions” (Jacques Poirier, 2018; free translation).  It allows 
us to see things differently.

The action, the gesture, the act of disorientation can be viewed as a “... surrealist need to disorient 
objects, forcing them into an unusual setting from which they burst into the drowsy consciousness, 
and awaken it to a taste of mystery” (Mounier, 1946; free translation).The concept embraces and implies 
related notions such as displacement, disorientation, delocalization, and departure. It can be addressed, 
explored through the aesthetics of the disaster, the ruin, the ephemeral, the sublime.



_Application

_Reception conditions

_More information

Artists from ALL DISCIPLINES are invited to submit a project by August 15, 2020. 
We are expecting (on a SINGLE PDF file): 

• Full contact information
• A letter of interest (around 250 words) specifying the desire to participate in a residency at the LOBE 

through the theme of Julie Andrée T.
• A resume (no more than 3 pages)
• An artist statement (around 250 words)
• A description of the residency project under the theme: dépaysage (around 250 words)
• Visual support material showing recent work (no more than 15 digital images and/or a video file [5 

minutes maximum])
• A descriptive list of the works
• Any other document deemed relevant (publication, press review) 

Note that text documents must be in PDF format and that any incomplete file will be rejected.

For the sake of inclusion and representativeness, the LOBE encourages under-represented artists in 
the contemporary visual arts community to submit their project.

The LOBE provides: 

• Support for the coordination, dissemination, and promotion of the residency
• A four-week regular residency during the 2020-2021 programming, followed by a three-week 

exhibition period 
• Round-trip transportation costs from within Québec to Chicoutimi, partial refund of transportation 

costs for people outside Québec
• Exhibition rights
• Dissemination rights
• Living expenses
• Housing for the period of residency
• Material expenses
• Technical support 

Pour plus d’informations :

LOBE’s mandate : https://www.lelobe.com/mandat

Facility plan : https://www.lelobe.com/plans-du-lobe

https://www.lelobe.com/mandat
https://www.lelobe.com/plans-du-lobe

